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Abstract

Multi-antenna systems are utilized as a way to increase spectral efficiency in wireless communications. In a transmitter, the use of several parallel transmit paths and antennas increases system complexity and cost. Cost-efficient solutions, which employ active antenna arrays and avoid expensive isolators, are therefore preferred. However, such solutions are vulnerable to crosstalk due to mutual coupling between the antennas, and impedance mismatches between amplifiers and antennas. Combined with the nonlinear behavior of the power amplifiers, these effects cause nonlinear distortion, which deteriorates the quality of the transmitted signals and can prevent the transmitter from meeting standard requirements and fulfilling spectrum regulations. Analysis, assessment and, if necessary, compensation of nonlinear distortion are therefore essential for the design of multi-antenna transmitters.

In this thesis, a technique for modeling and predicting nonlinear distortion in multi-antenna transmitters is presented. With this technique, the output of every individual transmit path, as well as the radiated far-field of the transmitter can be predicted with low computational effort. The technique connects models of the individually characterized transmitter components. It can be used to investigate and compare the effects of different power amplifier and antenna array designs at early design stages without complicated and expensive measurements.

Furthermore, a digital predistortion technique for compensating nonlinear distortion in multi-antenna transmitters is presented. Digital predistortion is commonly used in transmitters to compensate for undesired nonlinear hardware effects. The proposed solution combines a linear function block with dual-input predistorters. The complexity is reduced compared to existing techniques, which require highly complex multivariate predistorter functions.

Finally, a technique for identifying multi-antenna transmitter models and predistorters from over-the-air measurements using only a small set of observation receivers is presented. Conventional techniques require a dedicated observation receiver in every transmitter path, or one or more observation receivers that are shared by several paths in a time-interleaved manner. With the proposed technique, each receiver is used to observe several transmitter paths simultaneously. Compared to conventional techniques, hardware cost
and complexity can be reduced with this approach.

In summary, the signal processing techniques presented in this thesis enable a simplified, low-cost design process of multi-antenna transmitters. The proposed algorithms allow for feasible, low-complexity implementations of both digital and analog hardware even for systems with many antennas, thereby facilitating the development of future generations of wireless communication systems.
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Part I

Overview
Chapter 1

Introduction

To cope with the ever-increasing demand for high data rates, making efficient use of the limited radio spectrum is imperative [1]. Wireless communication systems utilize spectrally efficient modulation schemes, like high-order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in combination with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), to combat the limitation of the precious resource [2]. To further expand the capacity of wireless networks, multi-antenna systems, often referred to as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, are employed in modern and future telecommunication standards [3]. Attempting to keep system complexity and cost low, integrated radio frequency (RF) transmitter designs employing active antennas are used, where expensive and bulky components like isolators between power amplifiers (PAs) and antennas are avoided [4].

Due to the large peak-to-average power ratios (PAPRs) of the transmission signals of modern wireless communication systems, imperfections of the transmitter hardware, like nonlinear PA characteristics, result in nonlinear distortion [5, 6]. In addition to that, integrated multi-antenna systems are also vulnerable to antenna crosstalk due to mutual coupling and impedance mismatches [7], which causes even more nonlinear distortion. Nonlinear distortion impacts not just the transmission of the respective user, but can also compromise transmissions in neighboring frequency bands, since power is leaked into parts of the frequency spectrum assigned to other users. Hence, in order to maintain system integrity and avoid violating tight spectrum regulations and communication standard requirements, compensation techniques are needed to mitigate nonlinear distortion at the transmitter.

Modeling and analysis of nonlinear PA distortion in RF transmitters and the development of suitable techniques, like digital predistortion (DPD), to compensate for it have been important topics in research for many years [8, 9, 10]. Since the trend for larger scale multi-antenna systems, such as massive MIMO [11], is rather recent, most available solutions do not consider the effects of antenna crosstalk. Therefore, it is necessary to extend and complement
existing approaches in order to deal with these challenges [12].

In this thesis, a technique for modeling and predicting the output of multi-antenna RF transmitters suffering from PA nonlinearities, antenna crosstalk and mismatch is presented. Different alternatives for model identification are proposed. Since implementing and measuring multi-antenna systems is complicated and expensive, low complexity and feasibility were taken into consideration when proposing the model identification procedures. Furthermore, a compensation technique is proposed that can eliminate the joint nonlinear effects of PA, antenna crosstalk and mismatch. Again, complexity was a major concern in order to make the technique suitable for a system implementation.

1.1 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 serves as an introduction to modeling and linearization of RF transmitters. The problem of nonlinear distortion due to imperfections in the transmitter hardware is explained. Common techniques for behavioral modeling of PA distortion, as well as DPD as a technique for linearization are introduced. Chapter 3 presents the challenges faced in multi-antenna transmitters, where in addition to PA distortion nonlinear effects due to different types of crosstalk are present. Different system models are discussed, and a review of existing modeling and linearization approaches is given to clearly define the contribution of the work proposed in this thesis. In Chapter 4, a new approach to model and predict the behavior of multi-antenna transmitters suffering from antenna crosstalk is presented and compared to existing approaches. Different methods to identify model coefficients are presented. A low-complexity DPD technique suitable for compensating nonlinear distortion due to PA nonlinearities and antenna crosstalk is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by giving a summary of the contributions of the presented work and discussing possible research topics for future work.
Chapter 2

Background

RF transmitters suffer from nonlinear distortion due to hardware imperfections. If no distortion compensation is used, the transmitted signal deviates from the desired transmit signal. Figure 2.1a shows an example of how nonlinear distortion affects the amplitude of the transmitted signal by comparing it to the amplitude of an ideal transmit signal. One consequence of this deterioration of transmit signal quality is an increased amount of errors in the receiver, which decreases the throughput of the communication system. Perhaps the most severe consequence of nonlinear distortion is that it leads to spectral regrowth, which means that power is leaked into neighboring frequency bands. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1b. To avoid interference between transmissions, stringent spectrum regulations only allow small amounts of leakage into adjacent channels. Transmit signals that violate these spectrum regulations must not be transmitted. Hence, nonlinear distortion has to be compensated for at the transmit side the communication system.

Understanding the cause and behavior of nonlinear distortion, predicting its effects, as well as finding adequate linearization techniques to compensate for these effects, have been important topics in research for many years. Many approaches and techniques have been proposed for modeling and linearization of typical wireless single-antenna transmitters. While, in general, these techniques are not sufficient to model and linearize multi-antenna transmitters, similar basic concepts and ideas can be used. In this chapter, the basic techniques and concepts that have been applied or adapted for the work in this thesis are introduced.

2.1 Modeling Nonlinear Distortion in RF Transmitters

The aim of modeling RF transmitters is to find a suitable description of the behavior of the RF transmitter. The model can then be used to predict the
output of the transmitter for a specific input signal. Hence, models help to analyze the performance of transmitters, and they can be used to test algorithms offline, which helps avoid expensive and complicated measurement campaigns. Furthermore, the knowledge obtained from modeling a transmitter is often used as a basis for the development of linearization techniques.

The RF transmitter in a traditional wireless communication system has one transmit path that uses many individual hardware components. Figure 2.2 shows the main components of an RF transmitter chain in a simplified block diagram. All hardware components cause certain impairments that deteriorate the performance of the transmitter, such as in-phase/quadrature (IQ) imbalance, quantization noise, phase noise, etc. The main source of nonlinear distortion in the transmitter is the PA. Therefore, modeling nonlinear distortion in typical RF transmitters is often considered equivalent to modeling the nonlinear distortion introduced by the PA, and it is common to use an even more simplified system model, which is shown in Figure 2.3.

In addition to nonlinear distortion, PAs often cause dynamic distortion, i.e., the output of the PA depends not only on the current value of the input signal, but also on past values [14]. Dynamic distortion occurs when the input signal to the PA is wider than the bandwidth over which the PA is affecting all frequencies in the same way. This behavior is often referred to as memory effects, and it has to be considered in modeling as well.

As is commonly done in transmitter modeling, the system model of the transmitter is given in the equivalent discrete-time low-pass description [15].
2.1. MODELING NONLINEAR DISTORTION IN RF TRANSMITTERS

The output \( b(n) \) of the PA is described as a function of the input \( a(n) \) as

\[
b(n) = f(a(n)).
\]

(2.1)

2.1.1 Model Structures

The function \( f(a(n)) \) that can adequately characterize the behavior of the system is what is referred to as the model of the transmitter. Many different types of functions have been proposed for modeling different types of transmitters, and finding suitable so-called model structures has been an important research topic \[16\]. The Volterra series and reduced versions thereof are among the most popular model structures \[17\]. A Volterra series model is given by \[18\]

\[
b(n) = \sum_{m_1=0}^{M} \theta_{0m_1} a(n - m_1) + \sum_{p=1}^{(P-1)/2} \left[ \sum_{m_1=0}^{M} \cdots \sum_{m_{p+1}=m_p}^{M} \sum_{m_{p+2}=0}^{M} \cdots \sum_{m_{2p+1}=m_{2p}}^{M} \theta_{pm_1,m_2,\ldots,m_{2p+1}} \times \prod_{k=1}^{p+1} a(n - m_k) \prod_{l=p+2}^{2p+1} a^*(n - m_l) \right]
\]

(2.2)

where \( \theta \) are complex coefficients, \( P \) is the nonlinear order, \( M \) is the memory depth and \((\cdot)^*\) denotes the complex conjugate. Only odd order combinations of the input signal \( a(n) \) are considered in the model, where each combination contains exactly one less conjugate term than non-conjugate terms. This is

\[\text{Strictly speaking, (2.1) should be written as } b(n) = f(a(n), a(n-1), a(n-2), \ldots) \text{ to account for dependency of } b(n) \text{ on current and past samples of the input signals } a(n). \] However, readability is favored over strict mathematical soundness here and for equations of the same nature in the rest of the thesis.
because only these combinations result in signal components located in the
frequency band that is relevant to the description of the nonlinear system [19].

As can be seen, the model structure is the sum of different combinations of the
input signal \( a(n) \), called basis functions, weighted by the complex coefficients \( \theta \).

Therefore, the model in (2.2) can be written as

\[
b(n) = G(a(n))\theta
\]  

(2.3)

where \( G(a(n)) \) is a matrix containing the basis functions, i.e.,

\[
G(a(n)) = [a(n) \ a(n-m_1) \ \cdots \ a(n)|a(n)|^2 \ a(n)|a(n)|^4 \ \cdots]
\]  

(2.4)

where \(|\cdot|\) denotes the absolute value. The vector \( \theta = [\theta_{00}, \theta_{01}, \ldots, \theta_{10}, \theta_{20}, \ldots]^T \) contains the complex coefficients, where \((\cdot)^T\) denotes the matrix transpose.

Since a model based on the full Volterra series is very complex, many
model structures have been proposed to reduce the number of basis functions
and model coefficients [20], for example, polynomial, memory polynomial [14],
generalized memory polynomial [19], etc. For the work presented in this thesis,
the polynomial and memory polynomial and structures related to these
have been used. The polynomial, which is suitable for PAs without dynamic
behavior, is given by

\[
b(n) = \frac{(P-1)/2}{\sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \theta_{p}a(n)|a(n)|^{2p}}
\]  

(2.5)

The memory polynomial, which is capable of describing dynamic behavior, is
given by [14]

\[
b(n) = \frac{(P-1)/2}{\sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \sum_{m=0}^{M} \theta_{pm}a(n-m)|a(n-m)|^{2p}}
\]  

(2.6)

Both the polynomial model and memory polynomial model, as well as other
pruned-Volterra series models, can be expressed by (2.3).

### 2.1.2 Identification of Model Coefficients

Once a suitable model structure has been found, the model coefficients in \( \theta \)
have to be identified. This can be done by measuring a number of samples \( N \)
of the output of the system for a known input signal, such that

\[
b = G(a)\theta
\]  

(2.7)

where \( b = [b(0), \ldots, b(N-1)]^T \) and \( a = [a(0), \ldots, a(N-1)]^T \). The linear
least-squares solution for the model coefficients \( \theta_{LS} \) is given by

\[
\theta_{LS} = G(a)^+b
\]  

(2.8)

where the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse \( X^+ = (X^HX)^{-1}X^H \) is used, with
\((\cdot)^H\) denoting the Hermitian transpose and \((\cdot)^{-1}\) denoting the matrix inverse.


2.1.3 Model Evaluation

In order to evaluate the accuracy of a model, several performance metrics can be calculated. Among the most common are the normalized mean square error (NMSE) and the adjacent channel error power ratio (ACEPR) [20]. The NMSE is used as a measure for model performance at in-band frequencies, while the ACEPR is a measure for how well the model performs in neighboring channels [21]. The NMSE between the model output $\tilde{b}(n)$ and the measured data $b(n)$ is calculated as

$$\text{NMSE} = \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |b(n) - \tilde{b}(n)|^2}{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |b(n)|^2}. \quad (2.9)$$

The ACEPR is calculated as

$$\text{ACEPR} = \max_{c=1,2} \left\{ \frac{\sum_{f_{(\text{adj})}c} |B(f) - \tilde{B}(f)|^2}{\sum_{f_{\text{ch}}} |B(f)|^2} \right\} \quad (2.10)$$

where $\tilde{B}(f)$ and $B(f)$ are the Fourier transforms of the model output and the measured data, $f_{\text{ch}}$ denotes inband frequencies, $f_{(\text{adj})1}$ the frequencies in the lower adjacent channel, and $f_{(\text{adj})2}$ the frequencies in the upper adjacent channel. Hence, the ACEPR is calculated for both the upper and the lower adjacent channels, with the maximum used for evaluation.

2.2 Digital Predistortion

DPD is a technique used to pre-compensate for undesired nonlinear and dynamic behavior. A basic block diagram of an RF transmitter with DPD is shown in Figure 2.4. The goal of DPD is to make the overall system linear, such that the actual transmit signal $b(n)$ is equal to a desired transmit signal $b_d(n)$. The predistorter calculates an input signal to the PA that is meant to achieve this goal. This predistorted signal $a(n)$ is given as a function of the desired signal $b_d(n)$ by

$$a(n) = \hat{f}(b_d(n)). \quad (2.11)$$

The predistorter function $\hat{f}(b_d(n))$ that achieves linearization has to be determined. Finding a suitable structure for the predistorter is often based on modeling results and has been an equally important topic in research. The most common choice is using a structure that performs well for modeling of the same system, even though alternative ways of finding predistorter structures have been proposed, e.g., [16]. Hence, similar to PA modeling, Volterra series-based structures have been used for DPD. The predistorted signal can be written as

$$a(n) = \hat{G}(b_d(n)) \hat{\theta} \quad (2.12)$$
where $\hat{G}(b_d(n))$ contains the predistorter basis functions and $\hat{\theta}$ contains the predistorter coefficients. For a sequence of $N$ samples this is expressed as

$$a = \hat{G}(b_d) \hat{\theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

where $b_d = [b_d(0), \ldots, b_d(N-1)]^T$.

### 2.2.1 Identification of DPD Coefficients

Different approaches have been proposed for identification of the DPD coefficients, for example, direct learning architecture (DLA) [22], indirect learning architecture (ILA) [23], model-based ILA (MILA) [24], and iterative learning control (ILC) [25]. In general, all approaches require the measurement of the PA output signal $b(n)$ while applying a known input signal $a(n)$. In practice, these measurements are done with a dedicated observation receiver that utilizes a coupler and a full receiver chain to measure the PA output signal $b(n)$ [26].

For the work presented in this thesis, the ILA approach in [27] and MILA have been used. Hence, only these two techniques are described here. The idea behind ILA is to find a post-inverse function of the PA behavior and use it as a pre-inverse in the predistorter. A block diagram of a transmitter using DPD based on ILA is shown in Figure 2.5. The post-inverse is the function that, when applied to the output $b(n)$ of a PA driven with $a(n)$, has the signal $a(n)$ as output, i.e.,

$$a(n) = \hat{G}(b(n)) \hat{\theta}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

Hence, the least squares-solution of the coefficients $\hat{\theta}_{LS}$ for the ILA-based predistorter is given by

$$\hat{\theta}_{LS} = \hat{G}(b)^+ a.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

When using ILA, noise results in a biased estimate of the model coefficients [28]. MILA solves this problem by first finding a PA model based on measurements, and then using the PA model output rather than the measured PA output to identify the predistorter [24].

### 2.2.2 Evaluation of DPD Performance

Similar as in modeling, the NMSE is also used for the evaluation of in-band DPD performance. The NMSE used for DPD evaluation is calculated between
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\[ a = \hat{G}(b_d) \hat{\theta}_{LS} \]
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Figure 2.5. Block diagram of an RF transmitter with DPD based on ILA, where a post-inverse of the PA function is used as a predistorter.

the measured PA output \( b(n) \) and the desired signal \( b_d(n) \) as

\[
\text{NMSE} = \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |b_d(n) - b(n)|^2}{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |b_d(n)|^2}.
\] (2.16)

The adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR), also referred to as adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR), is used as a measure for how well distortion in neighboring channels is compensated for. The ACPR is calculated by

\[
\text{ACPR} = \max_{c=1,2} \left\{ \frac{\sum_{f(ad)} |B(f)|^2}{\sum_{f(ch)} |B(f)|^2} \right\}.
\] (2.17)

2.2.3 Complexity

In order to make DPD feasible for a system implementation, it is important to keep the complexity low. Different types of complexity have to be considered [29]:

- Run-time complexity is the complexity to calculate the predistorted signal. It depends on the number of calculations that are required for each input signal sample, and on the sampling rate of the system. The number of calculations per sample depends on the number of predistorter coefficients.

- Identification complexity is the complexity required to find an initial version of the predistorter coefficients. Typically, this is done in the lab or factory using least-squares techniques [30]. Therefore, identification complexity is often considered negligible.

- Adaptation complexity is the complexity to adjust the predistorter coefficients to changes in system behavior during runtime. Algorithms like least mean squares, recursive least squares, or similar [31] can be used for adaptation. Adaptation complexity depends on the number of coefficients that need to be updated, and on how much and how fast the systems changes over time.
Exact complexity measures, such as power consumption, cost, and space, always depend on a specific implementation, i.e., implementation concept, used hardware, necessity and frequency of adaptation, training algorithm, adaptation algorithm, bandwidth requirements etc. However, all types of complexity scale with the number of required DPD coefficients. Therefore, when considering Volterra series-based DPD structures that have the same requirements for sampling rate, complexity comparison of different predistorters is commonly based on comparing the number of DPD coefficients. Reducing the number of coefficients is often used as a technique to reduce complexity.

Note that complexity is usually not an issue for modeling. Modeling is normally performed in the lab or factory for analysis and testing, but is not part of the running system. However, when using model-based DPD identification techniques, complexity of the PA model structure could become important as well.

2.3 Notation

Throughout this thesis, letters of the Greek alphabet are used for complex coefficients. The letters \( a \) and \( b \) always stand for signals. Bold letters in lower case indicate vectors, and bold letters in upper case matrices.

For the remainder of this thesis, a slightly different variable notation than in this chapter will be used in order to improve the legibility of equations: where applicable and if not explicitly stated otherwise, time dependency is omitted for better legibility, such that for example \( a(n) \) is written as \( a \), \( f(a(n)) \) as \( f(a) \), etc.
Chapter 3

Multi-Antenna RF Transmitters - Introduction and Review

In this chapter, first the challenges for modeling and linearization of multi-antenna transmitters are explained. Then, system models of multi-antenna transmitters suffering from different types of impairments are described. It is explained, which issues have already been addressed in literature, and which issues have been investigated for the work presented in this thesis. Hence, in this chapter, the contribution of this thesis in relation to other published work is defined. Details about the proposed solutions and results are addressed later on in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Challenges

The multi-antenna transmitters considered in this thesis are making use of several transmit paths in parallel, working on the same center frequency. Each transmit path is a fully equipped transmitter chain with its own PA and antenna. Together, the antennas of all transmit paths form an active antenna array. A block diagram of a multi-antenna RF transmitter with $K$ paths is shown in Figure 3.1. Implementing a transmitter with several parallel paths poses challenges not only from a hardware design perspective, but also from a signal processing point of view. This is because such transmitters are vulnerable to undesired hardware effects that are not present in conventional single-path transmitters, and cannot be dealt with by conventional modeling and compensation techniques.

Employing several transmit paths obviously results in an increase of system complexity and cost. The complexity and feasibility of analog and digital
Figure 3.1. Block diagram of a multi-antenna RF transmitter with $K$ parallel transmit paths.

hardware solutions is therefore a major concern in the design of multi-antenna systems. When it comes to the analog hardware, it is often preferred to use active antenna system designs. To aim for low-cost designs, bulky and expensive hardware components like isolators between PAs and antennas are avoided [7]. Such isolators were usually employed to prevent that the PA output signals mix with antenna crosstalk and mismatch. Other multi-antenna system designs choose to integrate multiple transmit paths on the same chipset, sharing the hardware of the local oscillator [38, 39]. As a consequence, multi-antenna transmitter designs can choose to integrate multiple transmit paths on the same chipset, sharing the hardware of the local oscillator [38, 39]. As a consequence, multi-antenna transmitter designs can choose to integrate multiple transmit paths on the same chipset, sharing the hardware of the local oscillator [38, 39]. As a consequence, multi-antenna transmitter designs can choose to integrate multiple transmit paths on the same chipset, sharing the hardware of the local oscillator [38, 39]. As a consequence, multi-antenna transmitter designs can choose to integrate multiple transmit paths on the same chipset, sharing the hardware of the local oscillator [38, 39]. As a consequence, multi-antenna transmitter designs can choose to integrate multiple transmit paths on the same chipset, sharing the hardware of the local oscillator [38, 39].

Crosstalk is interference between the different transmit paths, which can result in undesired linear and nonlinear distortion in the transmitter output signals. All types of crosstalk effects have in common that they cannot simply be modeled or linearized using PA model structures and predistorter structures designed for conventional single-path systems. Hence, model and predistorter structures have to be found that can adequately describe these effects. Especially for predistorter structures, it is important to consider the computational complexity at run-time in order to make their use in a system implementation feasible.

Modeling an RF transmitter usually requires the knowledge of input and output signals of the system, which means that the transmitter has to be implemented to some extent in order to perform the measurements which are used for model extraction. To save the time and cost of completely redesigning the system, techniques are desired that can predict the performance of a multi-
antenna transmitter at an early design stage.

Another challenge with multi-antenna transmitters is that it is cumbersome to perform the measurements that are necessary to analyze, model and linearize them even when the system has been fully implemented. Performing well-synchronized measurements of the output signals of several transmit paths can be difficult or even impossible depending on the specific hardware design or laboratory equipment. For performance evaluation, the radiated transmit signals have to be analyzed as well, which requires over-the-air measurements. For predistortion, it is necessary to track changes in system behavior once the system is operating. However, implementing an observation receiver in every transmit path would cause a drastic increase in hardware complexity. It is therefore important to find feasible techniques to measure and identify the information necessary for analysis, modeling and predistortion of multi-antenna transmitters.

### 3.2 Multi-Antenna RF Transmitter System Models

Like conventional single-path transmitters, multi-antenna transmitters suffer from nonlinear distortion due to the PA. In addition to the PA distortion, crosstalk effects can be present as well. These effects need to be considered in the system model. Different system designs suffer from different types of crosstalk. Crosstalk can therefore be categorized into several types, all of which can be described by dedicated system models. There are three main types of crosstalk: crosstalk that is introduced before the PAs, crosstalk that is introduced after the amplification stages and is purely additive, and antenna crosstalk in combination with mismatch.

#### 3.2.1 Systems Without Crosstalk

The system model of a multi-antenna transmitter suffering from no other distortion than the nonlinear behavior of the PA is given by

\[ b_{2k} = f_k(a_{1k}) \]  

3.1

where \( f_k(\cdot) \) describes the behavior of the \( k \)th PA, \( a_{1k} \) is the input to the \( k \)th transmit path and \( b_{2k} \) is its output. The output of the \( k \)th transmit path depends only on the input to the same path, exactly as in a conventional single-path transmitter in (2.1). Therefore, conventional PA model structures and predistorters can be used for modeling and linearizing such transmitters.

#### 3.2.2 Crosstalk Before the Power Amplifiers

For system designs on a single chipset, interference between the different transmit paths can be introduced due to electromagnetic coupling and leakage of
the signals through a shared local oscillator [38, 39]. The system model of a multi-antenna transmitter suffering from crosstalk introduced before the PAs is shown in Figure 3.2. The output signal of the $k$th transmit path is given as a linear function $h_k(\cdot)$ of all PA input signals that describes the crosstalk, followed by a nonlinear function $f_k(\cdot)$ that describes the PA behavior by

$$b_{2k} = f_k(h_k(a_{11}, \ldots, a_{1K})).$$

(3.2)

Another system model that is found in literature interprets the output of the $k$th transmit path as a multi-input nonlinear system

$$b_{2k} = f_k(a_{11}, \ldots, a_{1K}).$$

(3.3)

Note that this system model can be seen as a generalization of the system model in (3.2).

Wideband multi-antenna systems with crosstalk before the PA have been investigated in many papers. The techniques presented in these papers can be divided into two main approaches. Based on the system model in (3.3), the first approach focuses on multivariate nonlinear functions. In [40], the authors propose multivariate polynomial structures including memory effects for the modeling the transmitter output signals. In [41, 42], model and DPD structures for wideband signals are proposed to compensate for crosstalk before the PA. However, the structures proposed in these techniques lack cross-products between signals of different transmit paths that are necessary to fully describe
the nonlinear effects at the PA outputs. Therefore, Abdelhafiz et al. [34] extend the proposed structures such that certain cross-products are considered. Amin et al. [43] also propose model and predistorter structures based on multivariate polynomials including memory effects to characterize and linearize crosstalk before the PA. Similar structures are used in [44]. Since the complexity of structures based on multivariate polynomials increases rapidly with the number of transmit paths, Zenteno et al. [35] propose a sparse estimation technique.

Based on the system model in (3.2), a different approach for the linearization of multi-antenna transmitters has been taken by Suryasarman et al. in [31, 45, 46], where a linear crosstalk pre-cancellation scheme is proposed in combination with univariate polynomial-based DPDs. The authors have made use of the knowledge that the crosstalk in the $k$th path is a linear function of the PA input signals of the other transmitter paths, which is added to the input signal $a_{1k}$. Hence, an inverse linear function can be applied such that the crosstalk is eliminated from the PA input signal $a_{1k}$ before it even reaches the PA. Conventional single-path DPD can then be used to compensate for the PA nonlinearity. Therefore, the DPD proposed in this work allows for a low complexity implementation [31]. In [47], a further improved version of this technique is proposed.

Note that all techniques presented in literature and mentioned here rely on measurements of all individual transmitter output signals for the identification of the proposed models and predistorters.

Since crosstalk before the PAs has been widely investigated and many solutions, including some with low complexity, have been proposed to model and linearize multi-antenna transmitters suffering from this type of crosstalk, it is not further investigated for the work in this thesis.

### 3.2.3 Additive Crosstalk After the Power Amplifiers

Mutual coupling between the antennas causes crosstalk and mismatch at the transmitter outputs. Isolators are used to prevent this crosstalk from mixing with the PA output signals. The system model for a multi-antenna transmitter suffering from this type of crosstalk and mismatch shown in Figure 3.3. The output of the $k$th transmit path is given by

$$b_{2k} = h_k(f_1(a_{11}), \ldots, f_K(a_{1K}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where $f_k(\cdot)$ describes the behavior of the $k$th PA and $h_k(\cdot)$ describes crosstalk and mismatch as a linear function of all PA output signals. Even though each transmitter output signal is a function of all PA output signals, no nonlinear mixing occurs between the signals from different transmit paths.

Note that, similar to the system model of a transmitter with crosstalk before the PA, the system model of a transmitter with additive mismatch and crosstalk at the PA outputs can also be expressed as a nonlinear function of
the input signals $a_{1k}$ as given in (3.3). However, the system model in (3.2) cannot be applied.

This type of crosstalk is investigated in several papers [34, 40, 41, 42, 43]. For modeling the output of these kinds of systems, a linear combination of several univariate polynomials is suggested. For predistortion, the authors of [34, 40, 43] use similar multivariate polynomial structures as proposed in the same works for the compensation of crosstalk before the PA. In [41, 42], it is suggested to compensate only the PA nonlinear behavior of each path in single-input DPDs at the transmitter. Since this will eliminate all nonlinear distortion, the crosstalk can simply be compensated for at the receiver side of the system, together with channel effects.

Modeling and linearization of transmitters with additive crosstalk after the PAs has been thoroughly investigated and low complexity solutions have been proposed. Therefore, it is not considered necessary to investigate this case further for the work in this thesis.

### 3.2.4 Antenna Crosstalk and Mismatch

For multi-antenna systems that avoid isolators between the PA outputs and the antennas, antenna crosstalk and mismatch mix with the PA output signals. Hence, this type of antenna crosstalk and mismatch leads to nonlinear effects at the transmitter output. The system model of a multi-antenna RF transmitter suffering from such antenna crosstalk and mismatch is shown in Figure 3.4.
The system model can be split into two parts [48]. The first part describes the transmitter output signal of the $k$th path as a nonlinear function of PA input signal, crosstalk and mismatch as

$$b_{2k} = f_k(a_{1k}, a_{2k})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

where the signal $a_{2k}$ is the crosstalk and mismatch signal that is incident to the output side of the PA. Here, in contrast to the previously explained system models, $f_k(\cdot)$ is a nonlinear function that describes not only the effects of amplification, but also the effects of crosstalk, including cross-products of the PA output signal with the signal $a_{2k}$. The PA can therefore be modeled as a dual-input system. The second part of the system model describes the crosstalk and mismatch signal $a_{2k}$ as a function of the transmitter output signals of all transmit paths. Since there are no nonlinear hardware components after the PA, the signal $a_{2k}$ can be described as a linear function of the transmitter output signals by

$$a_{2k} = h_k(b_{21}, \ldots, b_{2K}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

This can be interpreted as the system model of the antenna array, since the function $h_k(\cdot)$ depends on the coupling and reflection characteristics of the antenna array.
Note that also this type of transmitter can be modeled as a nonlinear function of the input signals $a_{1k}$ as given in (3.3), but not by the system models in (3.2) and (3.4). It should also be noted that the system model in (3.4) is a special case of the two-part model in (3.5) and (3.6).

From the system model given in (3.5) and (3.6) and shown in Figure 3.4, it is clear that this type of multi-antenna transmitter is more complicated to model and linearize than the previously described cases. The transmitter in this case is a set of dual-input nonlinear functions, the outputs of which are combined through a set of linear systems. The outputs of the linear systems are in turn fed back into the nonlinear systems. Hence, solving the issue of modeling and linearization for wideband systems has not been solved adequately before. However, there are several papers that partially address the problem at hand.

Approaches that are compatible with the system model described by (3.5) and (3.6) have been proposed to model narrowband multi-antenna transmitters suffering from antenna crosstalk. In [7], a dual-input PA model is used in combination with measurements of the antenna array scattering characteristics (S-parameters) to predict the radiation patterns of active antenna arrays. With this technique, the effects of mutual antenna coupling and mismatches on the behavior of PAs and on the performance of a transmit antenna array are investigated. The dual-input PA models in this work are based on polyharmonic distortion (PHD) models [49], and are identified using single-carrier signals. A similar approach is taken in [50]. For their work, the authors use an extended PA model presented in [51] to improve the accuracy. A further extension is proposed in [52]. The PA models in these presented techniques are frequency domain-based and quasi-static. They do not sufficiently take into account dynamic PA distortion. Hence, they are not sufficient for analyzing multi-antenna transmitters driven by wideband signals.

Zargar et al. [53] present a dual-input PA model structure that includes memory effects to characterize PAs suffering from source and load mismatch. Cai et al. [54] propose and extension to this PA model based on the work presented in [51] and [52]. While these PA model structures are not presented for multi-antenna systems facing antenna crosstalk, they can be applied in this context.

Barradas et al. [55] propose a DPD method and identification procedure for the special case of multi-antenna systems with highly correlated input signals, as in phased arrays and beam-steering applications. This method is capable of compensating for PA nonlinearity and dynamic effects as well as the effects of antenna crosstalk and mismatch.

The multivariate polynomial structures proposed in [34, 40, 41, 42, 43] for modeling and linearization of systems with crosstalk before the PA can be applied also for the given problem. This is because the basis functions considered in the proposed structures consider linear and nonlinear combinations of all input signals, which is coincidentally also suitable to describe wideband systems with antenna crosstalk and mismatch. However, these structures are
highly complex and do not scale well for larger numbers of transmit paths.

As can be seen from the literature review, there are open issues in modeling and linearization of multi-antenna systems suffering from antenna crosstalk. Some of these have been investigated for the work presented in this thesis. All the presented work is based on the system model given by (3.5) and (3.6). In Paper A, a modeling technique is presented that combines dual-input PA models based on the memory polynomial structure with linear dynamic antenna array simulations. This technique is suitable to describe the joint effects of PA nonlinearity, antenna crosstalk and mismatch under wideband signal conditions for systems where the crosstalk can be considered relatively small in power. Dedicated model identification procedures are presented as well. An alternative way to identify the dual-input PA models is presented in Paper C. It is shown that the models can be identified from measurements taken by a small number of observations receivers rather than using individual observation receivers to measure every transmit path output. In Paper B, a linearization technique is presented that can compensate for the nonlinear effects due to amplification, antenna crosstalk and mismatch in wideband systems. The technique incorporates knowledge about the system model to reduce complexity for systems with many transmit paths. Details about the proposed solutions and results follow in Chapters 4 and 5.
Since the output of every path of a multi-antenna transmitter depends on more than one input signal, conventional single-input structures are not suitable for modeling such systems. In this chapter, modeling and identification techniques developed during the work on this thesis are presented. First, the modeling technique proposed in Paper A and relevant previously presented approaches are described. Model coefficient identification from input-output measurements of all transmitter output signals, as shown in Paper B is explained. Alternative identification methods, introduced in Papers A and C are also described.

4.1 Model Structures

As explained in Chapter 2 it is important that a model structure is capable of describing linear and nonlinear effects, as well as dynamic behavior of the hardware. However, the ideas behind the approaches discussed here can be explained just as well using solely memoryless structures. Hence, in order to avoid cumbersome equations, only equations for memoryless structures are presented here. The equations for structures with memory are given in the appended papers, which are referenced accordingly.

4.1.1 Multi-Input Nonlinear Structures

The output $b_{2k}$ of the $k$th path of a multi-antenna transmitter can be described as a function of all input signals as given in $(3.3)$. Therefore, multivariate polynomial-based structures can be used to describe $b_{2k}$. Different versions of such structures are given in [34, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Even though these structures are proposed for transmitters with crosstalk before the PAs, they
can be applied to transmitters with antenna crosstalk and mismatch. E.g., a multivariate memoryless complex polynomial model is given by

\[ b_{2k} = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \theta_{k0i}a_{1i} + \sum_{i_1=1}^{K} \sum_{i_2=i_1}^{K} \sum_{i_3=1}^{K} \theta_{k1i_1i_2i_3}a_{1i_1}a_{1i_2}a_{1i_3}^* \]

\[ + \frac{(P-1)/2}{K} \sum_{p=2}^{K} \sum_{i_1=1}^{K} \sum_{i_2=i_1}^{K} \cdots \sum_{i_p+1=i_p}^{K} \sum_{i_{p+2}=i_{p+1}}^{K} \cdots \sum_{i_{2p+1}=i_{2p}}^{K} \theta_{kpi_1\cdots i_{2p+1}} \prod_{y=1}^{p+1} a_{1i_y} \prod_{z=p+2}^{2p+1} a_{1i_z}^*. \]  

(4.1)

Similar to conventional univariate polynomial structures, multivariate polynomial structures are the sum of different basis functions weighted by complex coefficients and can be expressed by

\[ b_{2k} = G(a_{11}, \ldots, a_{1K}) \theta_k. \]  

(4.2)

### 4.1.2 Dual-Input Nonlinear Structures in Combination with Multi-Input Linear Structures

In Paper A a different approach is followed. By making direct use of the system model of the transmitter output signals \( b_{2k} \) given in (3.5) and the system model of the antenna crosstalk and mismatch signals \( a_{2k} \) in (3.6), a combination of two models is proposed: a nonlinear dual-input PA model for each path of the transmitter, and a linear multi-input model of the antenna crosstalk and mismatch characteristics, here referred to as crosstalk and mismatch model (CTMM). The model structures of the two main components of the transmitter can be selected separately.

A suggested CTMM structure describes the antenna crosstalk and mismatch signal of the \( k \)th transmit path as a linear combination of all transmitter output signals according to (3.6) as

\[ a_{2k} = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \lambda_{ki} b_{2i} = b_2^T \lambda_k \]  

(4.3)

where \( b_2 = [b_{21}, \ldots, b_{2K}]^T \), \( \lambda_k = [\lambda_{k1}, \ldots, \lambda_{kK}]^T \), and \( \lambda_{ki} \) are complex coefficients describing the coupling from the \( i \)th transmit path to the \( k \)th. This model structure is suitable for antenna characteristics that are flat over the signal bandwidth. For frequency dependent antenna behavior, a structure with finite impulse response (FIR) filters can be used, as shown in Paper A.

Bivariate polynomial-based structures fit the description of the dual-input PA system model in (3.5). A memoryless complex polynomial structure is
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given by

\[ b_{2k} = \sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \sum_{v=0}^{p} \sum_{u=0}^{p+1} \theta_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1-u} a_{1k}^{*p} a_{2k}^{u} a_{2k}^{*v} \]

\[ = \sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \alpha_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1} a_{1k}^{*p} (4.4a) \]

\[ + \sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \beta_{kp} a_{1k}^{p} a_{1k}^{*p} a_{2k} (4.4b) \]

\[ + \sum_{p=1}^{(P-1)/2} \gamma_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1} a_{1k}^{*p-1} a_{2k}^{*} (4.4c) \]

\[ + \sum_{p=1}^{(P-1)/2} \sum_{v=0}^{p} \sum_{u=0}^{p+1} \delta_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1-u} a_{1k}^{*p} a_{2k}^{u} a_{2k}^{*v} (4.4d) \]

where \( \alpha_{kp}, \beta_{kp}, \gamma_{kp}, \delta_{kp} \) are complex-valued coefficients. The structure has four types of basis functions: basis functions that depend only on \( a_{1k} \) in (4.4a), which describe the behavior of the PA due to the amplification of \( a_{1k} \). These basis functions are the same as in the single-input polynomial model in (2.5). Basis functions that depend on \( a_{1k} \) and linear terms of \( a_{2k} \) are given in (4.4b), basis functions that depend on \( a_{1k} \) and linear terms of \( a_{2k}^{*} \) in (4.4c), and basis functions that depend on \( a_{1k} \) and nonlinear terms of \( a_{2k} \) in (4.4d). The last three types of basis functions describe the effects of coupling and mismatch, and the mixing of these effects with PA nonlinearity. If the crosstalk and mismatch signal \( a_{2k} \) can be considered relatively small in power, only linear terms of \( a_{2k} \) need to be considered in the dual-input PA models [53]. Then, all basis functions in (4.4d) become negligible and can be set to zero. Extended complex polynomial structures including memory are given in Papers A and B.

In the convenient notation using basis functions, (4.4) is written as

\[ b_{2k} = \begin{bmatrix} G^{(0)}(a_{1k}) & G^{(1)}(a_{1k}, a_{2k}) & G^{(2)}(a_{1k}, a_{2k}) & G^{(3)}(a_{1k}, a_{2k}) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \alpha_k \\ \beta_k \\ \gamma_k \\ \delta_k \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = G(a_{1k}, a_{2k}) \theta_k. \] (4.5)

It is shown in Paper A that after inserting the expression given in (4.3) in (4.4), a time-stepped solution can be found for all \( b_{2k} \). Once all model coefficients have been identified, this solution can be used to predict the output signals of the transmitter for a specific set of input signals. The time-stepped method for prediction of the transmitter outputs is given in Algorithm 4.1. Different methods for identification of the model coefficients are presented in Section 4.2.
The derivations for models including memory effects are considerably more involved. These are shown in Paper A. Note that only systems with relatively small power levels of crosstalk and mismatch are investigated in Paper A, where model structures with only linear terms of $a_{2k}$ are considered.

The proposed approach can be directly compared to the approaches in [7, 50, 52]. The difference between these approaches and the work presented in Paper A is that the structures in Paper A are derived in time domain and include memory effects, which makes them suitable for wideband signal conditions.

Algorithm 4.1 Prediction of transmitter output signals using the proposed modeling approach.

**Inputs:** input signals $a_{1k}$

**Known from identification:** PA model coefficients $\alpha_{kp}, \beta_{kp}, \gamma_{kp}$

CTMM coefficients $\Lambda = [\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_K]^T$

for all time samples $n$ do

for all $k$ do

$f_k^{(0)} = \sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \alpha_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1} a_{1k}^p$

$f_k^{(1)} = \sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \beta_{kp} a_{1k}^p a_{1k}^p$

$f_k^{(2)} = \sum_{p=1}^{(P-1)/2} \gamma_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1} a_{1k}^{p-1}$

end for

$f^{(0)} = [f_1^{(0)}, \ldots, f_K^{(0)}]^T$

$F^{(1)} = \text{diag} \{f_1^{(1)}, \ldots, f_K^{(1)}\}$

$F^{(2)} = \text{diag} \{f_1^{(2)}, \ldots, f_K^{(2)}\}$

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\Re \{b_2\} \\
\Im \{b_2\}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
I + \Re \{-F^{(1)} \Lambda - F^{(2)} \Lambda^*\} & \Im \{F^{(1)} \Lambda - F^{(2)} \Lambda^*\} \\
\Im \{-F^{(1)} \Lambda - F^{(2)} \Lambda^*\} & I + \Re \{-F^{(1)} \Lambda + F^{(2)} \Lambda^*\}
\end{bmatrix}^+
\times
\begin{bmatrix}
\Re \{f^{(0)}\} \\
\Im \{f^{(0)}\}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

where $b_2 = [b_{21}, \ldots, b_{2k}]^T$

$b_2 = \Re \{b_2\} + j \Im \{b_2\}$

end for

**Outputs:** predicted output signals $b_{2k}$ for all $n, k$

### 4.2 Model Coefficient Identification

The identification of model coefficients is usually done from measurements of the individual transmitter output signals for known input signals. When using multi-input model structures, this is straightforward. However, for the
model structures presented in Section 4.1.2, the identification procedure is not so trivial. An identification procedure using measurements of the transmitter output signals is proposed in Paper [B]. Another procedure, where measurements of the individual transmitter components are performed, is proposed in Paper [A]. A third alternative using over-the-air measurements of a small number of observation receivers is presented in Paper [C].

### 4.2.1 From Measurements of Transmitter Output Signals

The coefficients of models based on multi-input structures can be identified using linear least-squares techniques. Based on a measurement of the \( k \)th transmitter output signal \( b_{2k} \), the model coefficients for the \( k \)th path of the transmitter are found by

\[
\theta_{k,LS} = G(a_{11}, \ldots, a_{1K})^+ b_{2k}. \tag{4.6}
\]

For the technique proposed in Paper [A] and described in Section 4.1.2, the model coefficient identification has to include both the dual-input PA model coefficients and the coefficients of the CTMM. In Paper [B], a two-step identification procedure is presented to identify all these coefficients. In step 1, using an estimate of the CTMM coefficients, the PA model coefficients are estimated. In step 2, using the estimated PA coefficients, the CTMM coefficients are estimated. Both steps are performed in several iterations until a satisfying result is reached. The procedure is described in Algorithm 4.2. Note that the solution for CTMM coefficients and dual-input PA coefficients is not unique. A procedure is suggested in Paper [B] to avoid problems arising from this.

For the model identification from transmitter output measurements, the input signals to the transmitter must not be fully correlated.

### Experimental Results

The reliability of the extraction method explained in Algorithm 4.2 was evaluated using measurement of a four-path transmitter. Four identical GaAs PA evaluation boards from Skyworks (SKY66001-11) [56] were used, which were supplied with 3.3 V and operated at a center frequency of 2.12 GHz. The antenna array was a rectangular four-element array with microstrip patch elements. The highest coupling factor between two elements of the array was around -12 dB. Couplers were used at the PA outputs to measure the individual transmitter output signals. The bandwidth of the input signals was 5 MHz, and the sampling rate of the system was 25 MHz.

In order to investigate the reliability of the proposed extraction method, CTMM coefficients and dual-input PA model coefficients were identified for different initial values \( \tilde{\lambda}_k^{(0)} \). The results were compared to confirm convergence. The initial values were complex numbers with real and imaginary parts that were randomly chosen according to a uniform distribution within interval [1, 1]. The procedure recommended in Paper [B] to avoid numerical and
Algorithm 4.2 Procedure for the joint identification of dual-input PA model coefficients and CTMM coefficients of the $k$th transmit path from measurements of the transmitter output signals.

**Inputs:** input signals $a_{1k}$

**Known from measurements:** all output signals $b_{2k}$, $B_{2} = [b_{21}, \ldots, b_{2K}]$

**INITIAL STEP** $i = 0$

$\lambda_{k}^{(0)} = 1$ \quad \triangleright \text{set initial value of CTMM coefficients}

$\tilde{a}_{2k} = B_{2}\tilde{\lambda}_{k}^{(0)}$

$\text{NMSE} = \infty$

*while* $\text{NMSE} \geq \text{NMSE}_{des}$ *do* \quad \triangleright \text{iterate until desired accuracy is reached}

$i = i + 1$

**STEP 1:** find PA model coefficients

$\tilde{\theta}_{k}^{(i)} = G\left(a_{1k}, \tilde{a}_{2k}^{(i-1)}\right)^{+}b_{2k}$

**STEP 2:** find CTMM coefficients

*for* all time samples $n$ *do*

$\sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \hat{a}_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1} a_{1k}^{* p}$

$\sum_{p=0}^{(P-1)/2} \hat{b}_{kp} a_{1k}^{p} a_{1k}^{* p}$

$\sum_{p=1}^{(P-1)/2} \hat{\gamma}_{kp} a_{1k}^{p+1} a_{1k}^{* p-1}$

$\sum_{p=1}^{(P-1)/2} \sum_{u=1}^{p+1} \sum_{v=0}^{u} \hat{\delta}_{kpuv} a_{1k}^{p+1-u} a_{1k}^{* p-v} a_{k}^{(i-1)} a^{* (i-1)}$

$F_{k}^{(1)} = \text{diag}\left\{ f_{k}^{(1)} \right\} B_{2}$\quad $F_{k}^{(2)} = \text{diag}\left\{ f_{k}^{(2)} \right\} B_{2}^{*}$

$\left[ \Re\left\{ \lambda_{k}^{(i)} \right\} \right] = \left[ \Re\left\{ F_{k}^{(1)} + F_{k}^{(2)} \right\} \right]$ \quad $\Im\left\{ \lambda_{k}^{(i)} \right\} = \Im\left\{ F_{k}^{(1)} + F_{k}^{(2)} \right\}$

$\left[ \Re\left\{ \tilde{\lambda}_{k}^{(i)} \right\} \right] = \Re\left\{ F_{k}^{(1)} - F_{k}^{(2)} \right\}$ \quad $\Im\left\{ \tilde{\lambda}_{k}^{(i)} \right\} = \Im\left\{ F_{k}^{(1)} - F_{k}^{(2)} \right\}$

$\tilde{\lambda}_{k}^{(i)} = \max_{j=1, \ldots, K; j \neq k} \left\{ \tilde{\lambda}_{kj}^{(i)} \right\}$ \quad $\tilde{\lambda}_{kk}^{(i)} = 1$ \quad \triangleright \text{normalization}$\tilde{a}_{2k} = B_{2}\tilde{\lambda}_{k}^{(i)}$

$\tilde{b}_{2k} = G\left(a_{1k}, \tilde{a}_{2k}^{(i)}\right)\tilde{\theta}_{k}^{(i)}$

$\text{NMSE} = \text{NMSE}\left(b_{2k}, \tilde{b}_{2k}^{(i)}\right)$

*end while*

**Outputs:** CTMM coefficients for $k$th transmit path $\lambda_{k,ID} = \tilde{\lambda}_{k}^{(i)}$

PA model coefficients for $k$th transmit path $\theta_{k,ID} = \tilde{\theta}_{k}^{(i)}$
identification problems was used, where the $k$th CTMM coefficient and the maximum CTMM coefficient of the $k$th transmit path assume the fixed value 1. Figure 4.1 shows results for identification of the remaining CTMM coefficients. Each blue dot represents an initial value. The yellow circles show the results after the first iteration, and the black plus signs show the results after the second iteration. The results converge to the same value for all initial values. After two iterations, no difference between the results for different initial values can be noticed. The NMSEs between the measured transmitter output signals and the modeled transmitter output signals were -39.3 dB for path 1, -38.6 dB for path 2, -38.6 dB for path 3 and -38.9 dB for path 4.

4.2.2 From Measurements of Individual Hardware Components

In Paper B it is shown that the dual-input PA model coefficients and the CTMM coefficients can be identified from measurements of the individual hardware components or from circuit/antenna simulation. The suggested identification procedure is very useful for evaluating the performance of multi-antenna transmitters in an early design stage. Since it is not necessary to implement the complete transmitter in order to extract model coefficients, it is possible to evaluate and compare system performance for different types of hardware components without great effort. Coefficients for multi-input structures cannot be found this way.
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Figure 4.2. Evaluation of the proposed modeling technique when using model extraction from measurements of individual hardware components: NMSE (left) and ACEPR (right) between measured and simulated transmitter output. Results are shown for: single-input PA model structures that do not consider antenna crosstalk (blue +), the proposed technique with quasi-static PA model structures and single-frequency S-parameter CTMM (red ◦), the proposed technique with memory polynomial PA model structures and single-frequency S-parameter CTMM (yellow □), the proposed technique with memory polynomial PA model structures and FIR filter-based CTMM (purple ◦).

The CTMM coefficients in (4.3) are the single-frequency S-parameters at the center frequency of the system. These can be obtained from measurements with a vector network analyzer (VNA) or from simulations. For an FIR filter description of the antenna array characteristics, the model coefficients can be found from measurements or simulations of the S-parameters over a range of frequencies.

The dual-input PA model coefficients in (4.5) are identified using active loadpull measurements [57], [58]. In such measurements, different signals are injected at the input and output side of a PA. The PA input and output signals, i.e., \(a_{1k}, b_{1k}, a_{2k}, \) and \(b_{2k}, \) are synchronously measured at calibrated reference planes. The model coefficients are found by

\[
\theta_{k,LS} = G(a_{1k}, a_{2k})^+ b_{2k}. \tag{4.7}
\]

Experimental Results

The proposed technique and model extraction method were validated using measurements of a four-path transmitter. The same transmitter as described in Section 4.2.1 was used. The bandwidth of the input signals was 20 MHz, and the sampling rate of the system was 100 MHz.

First, all model coefficients were extracted from measurements of the individual transmitter components. Then, the transmitter was implemented in
Figure 4.3. Evaluation of the proposed modeling technique when using model extraction from measurements of individual hardware components: Spectra of the transmitter output of path 1 for (a) high-coupling array and (b) low-coupling array. Measurements (meas) without DPD and with single-input DPD are compared to simulations (sim) without DPD and with single-input DPD.

the lab. Measurements of the transmitter output signals were compared to the predicted output signals given by a simulation using the extracted models. The results for the following model structures are evaluated in Figure 4.2: single-input PA model structures that do not consider antenna crosstalk, the proposed technique with quasi-static PA model structures and single-frequency S-parameter CTMM, the proposed technique with memory polynomial PA model structures and single-frequency S-parameter CTMM, the proposed technique with memory polynomial PA model structures and FIR filter-based CTMM. Clearly, using single-input PA models that ignore crosstalk and mismatch gives the worst performance. Overall, the best performance is reached by the proposed technique with dynamic PA models in combination with an FIR CTMM, followed by the dynamic PA models in combination with a single-frequency S-parameter CTMM, and the quasi-static PA models combined with a single-frequency S-parameter CTMM.

An example of how the proposed method can be used to analyze the performance of a multi-antenna transmitter is also given. In this example, it was investigated how well simple single-input predistortion can eliminate the effects of PA nonlinearity and crosstalk. Simulations and measurements were performed for two different antenna arrays: the array with maximum coupling of -12 dB, and an array with maximum coupling of -24 dB. Single-input DPD was applied in all transmitter paths. The power spectral densities (PSDs) of the transmitter output of path 1 are shown in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.3a, the results for the array with higher coupling are given, and in Figure 4.3b, the results for the array with lower coupling are given. As can be seen, the
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simulation with the proposed method predicts the measured results well. The presented results demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method for investigating different system components and for algorithm testing. In this example, it is clear that single-input DPD cannot compensate for all nonlinear distortion and that more advanced DPD algorithms need to be used. It can also be seen that less nonlinear distortion is present when using the array with the lower coupling.

A more detailed validation of the proposed method is presented in Paper B. Application examples can be found in [59, 60].

4.2.3 From Over-the-Air Measurements

Hardware cost and complexity are a big concern in multi-antenna systems. Using an observation receiver with a full receiver chain at each transmitter becomes infeasible for transmitters with large numbers of paths. However, for predistortion purposes it is often necessary to monitor the behavior of the system while operating, since the characteristics can change over time, for example due to temperature changes and aging of the components. One way of reducing hardware complexity is using time-shared observation receivers [47, 61]. For such a solution, couplers after the PA outputs feed the transmitter output signals to a receiver path where a switch alternately selects between the different transmit paths, such that one transmitter output is measured at a time. This solution can suffer from interference between the different transmit signals due to imperfect isolation in the selector switch [62]. Therefore, an identification technique is presented in Paper C where the transmitter output signals are measured over the air, i.e., a small number of observation receivers is utilized to measure transmissions from several or all branches at the same time. These receivers could be connected to dedicated listening antennas within the transmit array, or placed in the far field of the transmitter. The proposed technique is developed for the identification of the dual-input PA coefficients in (4.5), while the the CTMM coefficients in (4.3) are assumed to be known. The CTMM coefficients can be found from simulations or measurements of the antenna array S-parameters, as explained in Section 4.2.2.

A block diagram of a multi-antenna transmitter with \( K \) transmit paths and \( L \) over-the-air observation receivers is shown in Figure 4.4. Each of the \( K \) transmit branches is coupled to each of the \( L \) observation receivers with the channel coefficients \( \eta_{lk}, k = 1, \ldots, K \) and \( l = 1, \ldots, L \). The channel coefficients are assumed to be known. If the receiver antennas are placed within the same array as the transmitter antennas, S-parameter measurements or simulations can be performed to identify the channel coefficients. If the receiver antennas are placed in a separate receiver array, or individual receiver antennas in completely separate locations in the far-field of the transmitter are used, channel estimation is required. The received signal at the \( l \)th receiver is
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Figure 4.4. Block diagram of a multi-antenna transmitter with $K$ transmit paths and $L$ over-the-air observation receivers.

given as a linear combination of all $K$ transmitter outputs by

$$ r_l = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \eta_{lk} b_{2k} + w_l = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \eta_{lk} G(a_{1k}, a_{2k}) \theta_k + w_l $$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8) 

where $w_l$ is complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) added at the $l$th receiver input. This is extended to a matrix equation describing all received signals as

$$ \begin{bmatrix} r_1 \\ \vdots \\ r_L \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \eta_{11} G(a_{11}, a_{21}) & \cdots & \eta_{1K} G(a_{11}, a_{2K}) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \eta_{L1} G(a_{11}, a_{21}) & \cdots & \eta_{LK} G(a_{11}, a_{2K}) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \theta_1 \\ \vdots \\ \theta_K \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} w_1 \\ \vdots \\ w_L \end{bmatrix} $$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9) 

where $\eta_k = [\eta_{1k}, \ldots, \eta_{LK}]^T$. Furthermore, $r$ includes the received signal vectors $r_l$ of all receivers, $w$ includes all noise vectors $w_l$, $\theta$ contains all PA model coefficient vectors $\theta_k$ and $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product.

In Paper C it is shown that PA model coefficients can be identified using an iterative procedure. Measurements with at least two observation receivers are required for this procedure. The identification procedure is explained in Algorithm 4.3.

Note that for a multi-antenna transmitter without crosstalk, the measurement of only one single observation receiver can be sufficient to identify all PA model coefficients using simple least-squares estimation for the identification [62, 63]. The signal received by the single observation receiver in such a
transmitter is given by
\[
\mathbf{r}_1 = \left[ \eta_{11} \mathbf{G}(a_{11}) \cdots \eta_{1K} \mathbf{G}(a_{1K}) \right] \mathbf{\theta} + \mathbf{w}_1
\] (4.10)
such that the least-squares solution \( \mathbf{\theta}_{LS} \) of the all PA model coefficients is obtained by
\[
\mathbf{\theta}_{LS} = \left[ \eta_{11} \mathbf{G}(a_{11}) \cdots \eta_{1K} \mathbf{G}(a_{1K}) \right]^+ \mathbf{r}_1.
\] (4.11)

For the PA model identification from over-the-air measurements, the input signals to the transmitter must not be fully correlated.

\textbf{Algorithm 4.3} Procedure for the identification of dual-input PA model coefficients \( \mathbf{\theta}_k \) from over-the-air measurements with at least two observation receivers, where the CTMM coefficients \( \lambda_k \) and channel coefficients \( \eta_k \) are known.

\begin{itemize}
  \item **Inputs:** input signals \( a_{1k} \)
  \item CTMM coefficients \( \lambda_k = [\lambda_{k1}, \ldots, \lambda_{kK}]^T \)
  \item channel coefficients \( \eta_k = [\eta_{1k}, \ldots, \eta_{Lk}]^T \)
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Known from measurements:} received signals \( \mathbf{r} = [r_1^T, \ldots, r_L^T]^T, L \geq 2 \)

\textbf{INITIAL STEP} \( i = 0 \)

\[
\text{NMSE}_{des} = X \quad \triangleright \text{define desired accuracy}
\]

\[
\mathbf{\bar{B}}_2^{(0)} = \begin{bmatrix} \bar{b}_{21}^{(0)} \cdots \bar{b}_{2K}^{(0)} \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{0} \quad \triangleright \text{set initial values of PA model outputs}
\]

\[
\text{NMSE} = \infty
\]

\textbf{while} \ \text{NMSE} \geq \text{NMSE}_{des} \ \textbf{do} \quad \triangleright \text{iterate until desired accuracy is reached}

\[
i = i + 1
\]

\[
\text{compute for all } k: \tilde{a}_{2k}^{(i)} = \mathbf{\hat{B}}_2^{(i-1)} \lambda_k
\]

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{\theta}}^{(i)} = \left[ \eta_1 \otimes \mathbf{G}(a_{11}, \tilde{a}_{21}^{(i)}) \cdots \eta_K \otimes \mathbf{G}(a_{1K}, \tilde{a}_{2K}^{(i)}) \right]^+ \mathbf{r} \quad \triangleright \tilde{\mathbf{\theta}} = [\tilde{\mathbf{\theta}}_1^T, \ldots, \tilde{\mathbf{\theta}}_K^T]^T
\]

\[
\mathbf{\hat{B}}_2^{(i)} = \mathbf{G}(a_{11}, \tilde{a}_{21}^{(i)}) \tilde{\mathbf{\theta}}_1^{(i)} \cdots \mathbf{G}(a_{1K}, \tilde{a}_{2K}^{(i)}) \tilde{\mathbf{\theta}}_K^{(i)} \quad \tilde{\mathbf{r}}_l^{(i)} = \mathbf{\hat{B}}_2^{(i)} \left[ \eta_1 \cdots \eta_K \right]^T
\]

\[
\text{NMSE} = \max_{l=1,\ldots,L} \left\{ \text{NMSE} \left( \mathbf{r}_l, \tilde{\mathbf{r}}_l^{(i)} \right) \right\}
\]

\textbf{end while}

\begin{itemize}
  \item **Outputs:** PA model coefficients \( \mathbf{\theta}_{k,ID} = \tilde{\mathbf{\theta}}_k^{(i)} \) for all \( K \) transmit paths
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Simulation Results}

The proposed model identification method was evaluated in simulations of a multi-antenna transmitter. The simulator was implemented as described
For the simulator PAs, coefficients of sixty-two different dual-input PA models were extracted from measurements obtained from the transmitter setup explained in Section 4.2.1. Even though extracted from only four different PAs, the models exhibit stochastic variations since they were extracted from different measurement sets. Each model was based on complex polynomials with highest polynomial order $P = 5$. A rectangular 8 × 8 antenna array was used, were the highest coupling between two elements was -12 dB. The observation receivers were connected to dedicated antennas within the transmit array. The array S-parameters, i.e., the CTMM and channel coefficients, were obtained in simulations. The input signals were independent OFDM signals with 5 MHz bandwidth, and the baseband sampling frequency was 25 MHz.

The proposed model identification was tested for different simulator settings. Figure 4.5 shows the NMSEs between the simulated transmitter output signals and the modeled output signals for every individual transmit path for signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of 60 dB and 40 dB with $N = 12500$ samples, two observation receivers and sixty-two transmit paths. The results for high SNR are very good, with a maximum NMSE of -43 dB. The results for low SNR are not satisfying. To obtain better model results for a given SNR, the number of observation receivers or the number of samples can be increased. Figure 4.6 shows modeling results for 40 dB SNR with (a) four receivers and $N = 12500$, and (b) two receivers and $N = 375000$. The results show that it is possible to identify PA model coefficients using the proposed over-the-air identification method. Good results can be obtained even for low receiver SNRs if the number of receivers and the number of samples are well chosen.
Figure 4.5. Evaluation of the technique proposed for PA model extraction from over-the-air measurements for an 8 x 8 array with two observation receivers and sixty-two transmit paths: NMSEs in dB of the transmitter output signals for each individual transmit path for N = 12500 and (a) 60 dB SNR, (b) 40 dB SNR. The position of receiver antennas is indicated by RX, and the position of transmitter antennas is indicated by TX.

Figure 4.6. Evaluation of the technique proposed for PA model extraction from over-the-air measurements for an 8 x 8 array: NMSEs in dB for each individual transmit path for 40 dB SNR with (a) four observation receivers, sixty transmit paths and N = 12500; (b) two observation receivers, sixty-two transmit paths and N = 375000. The position of receiver antennas is indicated by RX, and the position of transmitter antennas is indicated by TX.
Chapter 5

Proposed Digital Predistortion Technique

Linearization techniques for multi-antenna RF transmitters need to compensate for the joint effects of PA nonlinearity, antenna crosstalk and mismatch. In order to make a predistorter structure suitable for implementation in dedicated hardware, it is important that the complexity is kept low. In this chapter, the DPD techniques designed during the work for this thesis are presented. First, the DPD method proposed in Paper B is described and compared to other approaches. Then, a technique to identify DPD from over-the-air measurements, as proposed in Paper C is explained.

5.1 Predistorter Structures

As for conventional single-input systems, DPD structures for multi-antenna systems can be based on structures that are also suitable for modeling the same system.

5.1.1 Multi-Input DPD

A possible predistorter structure is the multi-input PA model structure given in (4.1). Examples including memory effects can be found in [40, 41, 42, 34, 43], where the structures are used to compensate for crosstalk before the PA. A predistorter with such a structure has to be used in every transmit path. The block diagram of a multi-antenna transmitter with a multi-input predistorter in every transmit path is shown in Figure 5.1. For such structures, the predistorted signal for the $k$th transmit path is given as a function of the desired transmit signals of all paths by

$$a_{1k} = \hat{G}(b_{d1}, \ldots, b_{dK}) \hat{\theta}_k \quad (5.1)$$
where $\hat{\theta}_k$ are the predistorter coefficients of the $k$th multi-input predistorter. Basis functions need to include all possible combinations and cross-terms for all signals. Hence, the number of predistorter coefficients and thus the complexity of such structures does not scale well with the number of transmit paths.

### 5.1.2 Dual-Input DPD in Combination with a Crosstalk and Mismatch Model

In Paper B, a predistorter structure that is based on the transmitter model in Paper A is proposed. The proposed DPD consists of two main blocks: one linear crosstalk and mismatch model (CTMM) block shared by all transmit paths, and a dual-input DPD block in every transmit path. A block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 5.2. Each dual-input DPD block is the inverse function of the respective dual-input PA. The CTMM block emulates the behavior of the antenna array.

The CTMM block produces the signals $\tilde{a}_{2k}$, which are an estimate of the crosstalk and mismatch signals $a_{2k}$, by

$$\tilde{a}_{2k} = b_d^T \lambda_k. \quad (5.2)$$

where $b_d = [b_{d1}, \ldots, b_{dK}]^T$ is a vector with the desired signals of all transmit paths, and $\lambda_k$ are the CTMM coefficients.

The predistorted signal for the $k$th transmit path is given as a function of the desired signal of the $k$th path and the estimated crosstalk signal $\tilde{a}_{2k}$ by

$$a_{1k} = \hat{G}(b_{dk}, \tilde{a}_{2k}) \hat{\theta}_k \quad (5.3)$$

where $\hat{\theta}_k$ are the predistorter coefficients of the $k$th dual-input predistorter.
5.2 Identification of Predistorter Coefficients

Predistorter coefficients for multi-input structures and the proposed method can be found from measurements of the transmitter output signals. An alternative way of identifying the predistorter coefficients from over-the-air measurements is presented in Paper [C]. For the predistorter identification, the input signals to the different transmit path have to be different from each other and must not be fully correlated. However, for running the DPD no such restrictions apply.

5.2.1 From Measurements of Transmitter Output Signals

Multi-input DPD coefficients of the $k$th predistorter are identified from measurements of all transmitter output signals using least-squares estimation by

$$\hat{\theta}_{k,LS} = \hat{\mathbf{G}} (\mathbf{b}_{21}, \ldots, \mathbf{b}_{2K})^+ \mathbf{a}_{1k}. \quad (5.4)$$
For the identification of the dual-input DPD coefficients, the CTMM coefficients have to be known. The CTMM coefficients can be identified using the method explained in Section 4.2.1, which is introduced in Paper B together with the DPD method. Another option is to identify the CTMM coefficients from S-parameter measurements as suggested in Paper A and explained in Section 4.2.2. Using the estimate $\tilde{a}_{2k}$ of the crosstalk signal, the dual-input DPD coefficients of the $k$th predistorter are found by

$$\hat{\theta}_{k,LS} = \hat{\mathbf{G}}(b_{2k}, \tilde{a}_{2k})^+ a_{1k}. \quad (5.5)$$

**Figure 5.3.** Spectra of the transmitter output signals measured via couplers. The figure shows the results without DPD (blue △), with single-input DPD (red □), multi-input DPD (purple ◦), and the proposed DPD (yellow ♦). The single input DPD does not consider the effects of crosstalk at all. The multi-input DPD and the proposed DPD are based on models using linear terms of the crosstalk signal.
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Figure 5.4. Illustration of how the number of coefficients per transmit path scales with the number of paths. The figure shows the number of DPD coefficients per switching region plus the number of CTMM coefficients. Numbers are shown for: single-input DPD; the proposed DPD and multi-input DPD based on models with linear crosstalk terms indicated by LCT; the proposed DPD and multi-input DPD based on models using linear and nonlinear terms of the crosstalk signals indicated by NLCT.

Experimental Results

The proposed DPD technique using the identification procedure from transmitter output signals was evaluated and compared to single-input and multi-input DPD techniques in measurements of a four-path transmitter. Also the CTMM was identified from the transmitter output signals, as described in Algorithm 4.2. The same transmitter as described in Section 4.2.1 was used. The bandwidth of the input signals was 5 MHz, and the sampling rate of the system was 25 MHz. Vector-switched memory polynomial-based DPD structures were used for all DPDs. The PSDs of the individual transmitter output signals are shown in Figure 5.3. The multi-input DPD and the proposed DPD used for the results in the figure are based on model structures using only linear terms of the crosstalk signals. It can be seen in the figure that single-input DPD is not suitable to linearize the multi-antenna transmitter, since spectral regrowth is not eliminated sufficiently. The results for the proposed DPD technique and multi-input DPD reduce nonlinear distortion to a much lower level with approximately the same performance.

Figure 5.4 illustrates how the complexity of the different DPD techniques scales with the number of transmit paths. The complexity is evaluated based on the number of coefficients per transmit path per switching region. For the proposed DPD technique, the number of DPD coefficients includes the dual-input DPD coefficients and the CTMM coefficients. Numbers are given for model structures using linear and nonlinear terms of the crosstalk signals. For all multi-input DPDs, the number of coefficients increases rapidly with the number of transmit paths, while for the proposed DPDs only the number of
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CTMM coefficients increases and the dual-input DPD is not affected. The numbers in the figure are specific to the transmitter used in the experiments. An exact prediction of the number of coefficients for other systems cannot be given. However, due to its structure, the proposed DPD technique will inherently have lower complexity than the multi-input DPD techniques for any transmitter where antenna crosstalk from more than one transmit path needs to be considered in the DPD.

5.2.2 From Over-the-Air Measurements

In a system implementation, measuring all transmitter output signals separately would require the use of one observation receiver per transmit path. However, equipping each transmit path with a dedicated observation receiver becomes expensive. Hence, in Paper it is proposed to use MILA with over-the-air measurements to identify the predistorter coefficients. First, models of each individual transmit path are identified from over-the-air measurements with the procedure given in the paper, also explained in Section 4.2.3. The predistorter coefficients are then identified from the modeled transmitter output signals rather than the measured output signals. Based on modeled transmitter output signals $\tilde{b}_{2k}$, the predistorter coefficients are found by

$$\hat{\theta}_{k,LS} = \hat{G}(\tilde{b}_{2k}, \tilde{a}_{2k})^+ a_{1k}.$$ (5.6)

While the PA model extraction was presented only for dual-input PA models, predistorters can be extracted for any of the predistorter structures given in this section.

Simulation Results

The proposed approach for identifying predistorters was evaluated in simulations, which were performed as described in Section 4.2.3 where an $8 \times 8$ array was simulated. The bandwidth of the input signals was 5 MHz, and the sampling rate of the system was 25 MHz.

First, it was investigating whether the proposed model-based predistortion can reach similar linearization results as predistortion identified directly from individual transmit path outputs. Hence, predistorters identified from over-the-air measurements were compared to predistorters identified from the individually observed transmitter output signals. For both predistorter structures, the proposed method with dual-input DPDs and CTMM was used. The CTMM was assumed to be known, and therefore did not need to be identified separately. Sixty-two transmit paths were simulated. The SNR at the over-the-air observation receivers was assumed to be ideal, i.e., $w = 0$. The number of samples was $N = 12500$. Results are shown in Figure 5.6, where NMSEs are given in the top row, and ACPRs in the bottom row. In Figure 5.6a results for a system without any DPD are given, in Figure 5.6b results for
predistorters identified from individually observed transmitter output signals are shown, and in Figure 5.6 the results for predistorters found from observations of two over-the-air receivers are given. The predistorters identified from over-the-air measurements perform equally well as the predistorters extracted from measurements of all individual transmitter output signals.

The performance of the proposed DPD extracted from over-the-air measurements was evaluated for low receiver SNRs. For low SNRs it can be necessary to increase the number of observation receivers or the number of observed samples $N$. An example is shown in Figure 5.5 where NMSEs and ACPRs are given for 40 dB receiver SNR. In Figure 5.5a four observation receivers were used with $N = 12500$. In Figure 5.5b two observation receivers were used with $N = 375000$ observed samples to obtain similar results. These results show that it is indeed possible to linearize every individual output signal of a multi-antenna transmitter using measurements from only few over-the-air observation receivers even for low receiver SNRs.
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**Figure 5.5.** NMSEs (top) and ACPRs (bottom) for DPDs extracted from over-the-air measurements for an $8 \times 8$ array with 40 dB receiver SNR: (a) four observation receivers, sixty transmit paths and $N = 12500$; (b) two observation receivers, sixty-two transmit paths and $N = 375000$. The position of receiver antennas is indicated by RX, and the position of transmitter antennas is indicated by TX.
DPD with conventional identification and the DPD with the proposed identification are the same.

Observations for two over-the-air measurements, indicated by RX, are made between a transmitter connected to individual transmitters, indicated by TX. The results for 8 × 4 array for: (a) no DPD, (b) DPD identified from individual observations of all transmitter path outputs, (c) DPD with identification from individual path outputs for the TX, RX, and ACPR (bottom) with ideal coherer SNR with $N = 12800$ samples for every individual transmitter path for the
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Figure 5.6. NMSEs (top) and ACPRs (bottom) with ideal coherer SNR with $N = 12800$ samples for every individual transmitter path for the
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

Many challenges are faced in the design of multi-antenna transmitters. Due to the increasing number of antennas and transmit paths, transmit systems as well as their design process, are becoming more complicated and expensive. Therefore, complexity in terms of analog and digital hardware is a major concern. Transmitter hardware designs aim to avoid expensive and bulky components. However, this can lead to undesired effects that are not present in conventional single-path systems. Analysis and evaluation of transmitter performance in measurements become cumbersome and require expensive equipment, which makes it difficult to study and predict these effects.

In Paper A, a technique is presented that can predict the output of a multi-antenna transmitter of arbitrary size. The technique is based on dual-input PA models and models of antenna arrays. All models can be identified from individual measurements or simulations of the hardware components, such that a full transmitter implementation is not necessary for the implementation of the proposed technique. The technique can therefore be used for performance evaluation at an early design stage, for example, to compare combinations of different hardware components. This can help to save time and cost during the design process. The technique is also useful for developing and testing algorithms, like DPD, offline without conducting expensive and time-consuming measurements.

The digital predistortion technique presented in Paper B is designed to compensate for undesired effects due to nonlinear amplification, as well as crosstalk and mismatch. For large multi-antenna transmitters, the complexity of the technique scales well compared to existing solutions, which are not feasible to implement. Thus, the proposed technique facilitates low-cost analog
hardware designs by eliminating nonlinear distortion that is introduced as a consequence of the design choice.

In Paper C a method is proposed that allows to extract models of the individual PAs of a system by measuring linear combinations of all output signals via a small set of over-the-air observation receivers. This is in contrast to conventional solutions, which require a dedicated observation receiver for every single PA. The proposed algorithm can have an enormous positive impact on analog hardware complexity.

All in all, the work in this thesis provides signal processing solutions that facilitate both design and implementation of multi-antenna transmitters in several ways. The introduced modeling and prediction technique assists the development of such systems by making the design process more efficient and less expensive. The presented identification and linearization algorithms help to reduce both digital and analog hardware complexity, which can lower cost and energy consumption. Hence the presented work contributes to the development of feasible and sustainable solutions for future wireless communication system.

6.2 Future Work

Several problems concerning modeling and linearization of multi-antenna transmitters are still unsolved and could therefore be addressed in future work on the topic.

The technique presented in Paper A is limited to transmitters suffering from antenna crosstalk with relatively low levels of power. Hence, this work could be extended in order to make it suitable for transmitters suffering from higher crosstalk levels.

The linearization technique presented in Paper B only considers antennas that are wideband compared to the transmit signals. A useful continuation of the work presented in Paper B is to include dynamic antenna behavior such that it can be used for systems with antennas that are narrowband compared to the signal bandwidth.

The theory presented in Paper C has only been confirmed in simulations. Measurement results should be used to ensure the usefulness of the approach. Furthermore, this work could be extended for cases where the crosstalk and channel coefficients are unknown.
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